
Owner’s Rep Questions and Responses 

 

1.Will there be any collaboration with La Veta School District on the project parameters since 

the RFP notes sharing service with them for the students?  

La Veta and Huerfano are separate and independent school districts serving Huerfano 

County. 

2.With the Architect RFQP currently out like this one, will the selected OR have any 

responsibilities for that procurement review or decision? The Scope matrix notes design team 

procurement and management so just looking for clarification on the predesign services.   

For the purpose of this solicitation, please include all services in the OR Scope Matrix. 

3. Is the OR responsible for the management of the demo and abatement as well?  

The district is seeking to engage all-inclusive OR services through project completion. 

4. Do you still intend to pursue the following features at the new John Mall campus per the 

planning recommendations? 

a. Outdoor courtyard for school collaboration and display of student work. 

Yes 

b. Include more natural light. 

Yes 

c. Consolidate buildings -  Both schools need to be connected to each other for 

programming, safety/security, and community unity. 

That is the idea but Peakview School will continue to be operated independently from the 

new secondary school. 

d. Large enough space to support concerts, dinners, performances, galleries, etc. 

Yes.  

e. Provide CTE programming 

Yes 

5. Do you still intend to pursue a 7-12 campus at the new site per planning 

recommendations? 

Yes. 



6. Shall we consolidate our letters of recommendation to just Owners Rep. projects?  

Yes please. 

7. We’ve done some conceptual modeling and estimating for CTE facilities with districts which 

haven’t yet translated into active construction projects. Would you like to review their 

feedback on our work completed to date? 

District may consider after the selection process is complete. 

8. Shall the Risk Minimization Plan include strategies and tactics which we use to mitigate risk 

on past and current projects? Can you offer any clarification regarding the distinction from a 

RMP and typical preconstruction planning and foresight? Anticipating potential issues is one 

of the key benefits of an Owners Rep and every task we take on has risk minimization at the 

front of our minds. Do you have a template plan available for review? 

The request is clear and the district is not planning to provide a template. The question shall 

be answered as the candidates see appropriate.  

9. Can you elaborate or clarify what is meant by work at risk? Can you quantify a potential 

duration of this work at risk phase? 

This will depend on when the district is able to receive reimbursement from BEST and will 

depend on when the project kicks-off. For the purpose of this solicitation, assume worst case 

for this work-at-risk phase to be a maximum of 4 months. 

10. RFQ notes a breakout of our fee by phase. Only Phase 1 (school replacement) is noted. 

Which phases are you referring to? Design, estimating, construction, occupancy, and 

warranty? 

Yes. By project phase. For clarification, Phase 1 refers to school replacement and Phase 2 to 

demolition and site work.  

11. Are you anticipating any major shifts in enrollment once things return to status quo? Are 

you aware of any large student cohorts who won’t be returning to in person learning, or will 

you be differing to the new counts this November to verify this enrollment delta? 

We are not anticipating modifications to our plan based on student enrollment. Stable 

enrollment is assumed. 

12. Do you have an AHERA report or other asbestos data on pre 1980 construction at JMHS? 

Yes.  

 

 



13. Is the district interested in pursuing a condensed master planning effort for Gardner 

School? Would you be interested in seeing a supplemental proposal for that work? We 

specialize in many different service lines including, Owners Rep & contract administration, 

along with long term facility master planning. 

Not at this point. 

15. How will project objectives change if not awarded the BEST grant? 

The project cannot be completed without a BEST Grant. 

16. Did the Wold Planning include enrollment projections? 

Please refer to Facilities Master Plan. 

17. Have any fire protection studies been completed?  Do you know if an on-site water 

storage tank will be required? 

Not anticipated. 

18. Who provided the cost estimate for the BEST Grant budget? 

Multiple construction companies assisted in developing the budget. 

19. In review of the BEST Grant information, it appears your program is 63,302 sf but the new 

building is noted to be budgeted for 55,998 sf.  Can you clarify what the anticipated square 

footage of the new HS building will be? 

55,998sf 

20. Please clarify if “Phase 2 Construction” shown in your project schedule is for Peakview 

renovations.  If so, is the intent of HSD to work with the firms (OR, Architect & GC) hired for 

John Mall on the Peakview renovation as well?  Will you be requesting a separate fee 

proposal for that scope of work since it is not part of the BEST Grant project? 

Phase 2 refers to demolition of old building and site work. Peakview shall not be included as 

part of this solicitation. 

 


